




LITTLE DUDES

Collaborative Exhibition + Book + Charity Auction

A collaborative project of top creatives, invited from across the globe to give 
life and personality to a Little dude.

100 Little dudes were sent from Dudeland on a world-improving mission. Their journey to 
earth was long and tiresome, causing them to become white and jaded. In order to prepare 
them for rocking it in the real world, creatives of all disciplines were invited to parent each 
one, giving them back colour and personality.

All of these Little dudes are arrived in Berlin, sent from over 25 different countries. 
On Friday November 1st, 2013, they united to make their grand appearance in Urban Spree 
Galerie. A fantastic party was held, revealing all of the adorable Little Dudes and their many 
faces.

At the event, each Little dude was put up for adoption and auctioned, giving guests the 
chance to become parent to a Little dude. Each one came with its very own birth certificate. 
Proceeds from the auction went to selected charities, marking the beginning of the Little 
Dudes’ world saving mission.

Initiated by Berlin based, Australian-born graphic designer, Alexis Bainger, the Little Dudes’ 
first mission is supported the International Fund for Animal Welfare, Action Against Hunger 
and charity: water. In doing so, they’ve helped less fortunate little beings have better lives.

www.littledudes.de
facebook.com/Littledudes



TEMPLATE
Be as creative as you like. 
The Little dude doesn´t need to be 
constructed out of paper, recreate him 
from any material, add, subtract and 
apply any medium… 
Encapsulate your dude in your 
awesomeness & make him proud!





THE EXHIBITION

Little Dudes Invade Berlin
By Marie J Burrows

Introducing the latest arrival in Berlin – an influx of ‘Little Dudes’. Originating 
in Dudeland, i.e. graphic designer Alexis Bainger’s creative cortex. These 
cheeky individuals have been made across the globe by creatives in 
different fields, from textiles to painting, born from a neutral template which 
every artist responded to in their own way.

Following roughly a two month window, the artists involved in the project 
posted their creations to Berlin, where they were exhibited at Urban Spree 
from November 1st – 3rd in a proud ‘dude reunion’. Packed with people 
eager to see the finished dudes in all their glory, the most important part 
of the evening was the charity auction – each artist having the option to 
donate the proceeds from their dude to one of three charities:
charity: water, Action against hunger or the International Fund for Animal 
Welfare.

The amount of talent and thought that had gone into the Little dudes was 
incredible. Although most didn’t stray too far from the initial A4 size a few 
towered above the others, as well as the particularly great dude, ‘Lionel’, by 
aloof creative Slaven Rogosic who was so tiny he sat behind a magnifying 
glass, holding a sign reading ‘Is it me you’re looking for?’.

Other personal favourites included ‘Manu Zulu’, the African inspired 
dude by illustrator Anne Wenkel whose story on his birth certificate (one 
accompanying every dude) described him as “the ruler over nightfall and 
rosy fingered dawn,”. There was also a dude living in his very own home, 
and another in an egg box which doubled as his spaceship, the natural 
inhabitants of the creatures spanning far and wide.

The auction seemed to be a great success despite a slow start, the crowd 
not really warming up until Alexis’ own dude ‘Beary Baingerous’ came under 
the hammer. With the charming patter of auctioneer Herr Wendelin Groß 
the handsome sum of over €1,300 was raised for the three charities. 

Although the Little Dudes have now begun their journey, happy in their 
new homes, their mission is not over yet. Founder Bainger says “There 
is definitely more in store for little dudes. A bigger and better mission 2 
is being planned for the coming Spring, and some other world improving 
missions too. It wasn´t me who said “little dudes are going to conquer the 
world.. for sure!” , but I would have to agree!”.

We certainly hope so.





1.

El Mariachi
Birth place unknown

El Mariachi travelled a lot around the world, playing some
hardrock music and had a lot of fun with a lot of groupies.
But 5 years ago he decided to change his life and to stay in
Berlin. He met a wonderful woman and he is trying to have
a solid relation with her and to help people around him.
And fight injustice.

Parent: Ewen Gur (FR)  
Illustrator | www.ewengur.fr



2.

Resin Cast Figure Prototype of a “Little Dude” 
Born in Berlin, Germany
A “slice of life” diorama which is based upon resin casting manufacture in my studio.

Creating objects of any kind for me starts with a simple sketch or a 2D CAD template. 
The journey of the “Little Dudes” 2D design template was no exception to the rule. Taking 
down the “Little Dudes” particulars and carefully reproducing a 3D model form in plastic. 
I was finally able to produce a split “Silicone Casting Tool”, which is a basically a rubber 
block with a “Little dudes” impression inside forming a unique cavity.
 
With this tool closed up you can fill it with a liquid Resin plastic. The liquid cures and 
forms a hard plastic, you remove the cast and start producing multiples of “Little Dudes”. 
A single cast is on display here along with the silicon tool which is split and you can see 
the cavity impression on display. 

Parent: Matt JOnes aka Lunartik (UK)
Alternative Product Designer
www.lunartik.com



3.

Boris
Born in a deep deep Russian forrest

Boris is a Siberian bear tamer in the fifth generation.
Born in a deep enchanted forrest, almost blind and starved, he 
could safe his life by eating forbidden, poisonous, red berries by 
the wayside. 
He always has a little bunch of these berries with him and every 
time a bear crosses his way he throws some into his snout. A 
couple of minutes later his victims start giggeling and dancing 
- that is where the name “Siberian Dancing Bear” came from. 
True Story. 

Parent: Ekaterina Koroleva (DE)
Illustrator |  www.ekaterina-koroleva.de



4.

Fork Frenzy
Born on the boat

Fork Frenzy eats a lot of pistachio nuts and drinks many
delicious drinks. Mostly because it keeps him looking like
a jazzk king.

Parent: Billy (UK)
Artist, painter and drawer | billyandalex.com 



5.

Fridolin
Born in A little Village

Fridolin was born in a little village. He always was interested in 
something new, something adventurous. His grandfather used 
to tell him stories about his life and his journeys in a different 
world. Day by day, Fridolin wandered through the forest and met 
some weird creatures and animals. But this was not enough 
for him. He wanted to see more new places and want to collect 
other impressions about the world he was living in. So the day 
came, he decided to leave his little village to discover the world 
beyond his experiences.
He went to the most unworldly places he could find. He met 
a lot of different characters, saw things never seen by anyone 
before, places you couldn´t even imagine. After a very long 
period of time he became tired and decided to return home 
where everything had begun. To take every little memory with 
him when he falls asleep he made his own nightgown where 
every story is captured in pictures. Now he is ready to tell his 
story...

Parent: Boing (DE)
Illustrator | searchboing.tumblr.com



6.

Spongemau5
Born in Salt Lake City, UT, USA

Little known fact: Spongemau5 is a reluctant Deadmau5 fan.

Parent: The Ayecon (USA)
Street artist | www.ayecon.com



7.

Little Timmy v2 
Born in Berlin, Germany

1010101111010001001111100110001111001010101010010
1011110001010011110010110110010001011110001010001
000010001001000010001000111010010101000010001010
1001010111100100100100111000010101001010010101001
010010101001000001010100101010010010100001001010
1110101000110010100100100101010000100101010011001
0100001010101000100101011001010010010100010010100
10000101001001

Parent: Addison Karl (DE)
Artist | idrawalot.com



8.

Little Pretender
Born in Zagreb, Croatia

Whatever suit he puts on, he will always be part of the
“Lost Boys” crew. (They just never grow up :)).

Parent: OKO OKO (HRV) 
Artist | oko176.tumblr.com



9.

Raüber Dude
Born in Germany

Nie richtig Kohle, Traummt immer von Geld der Anderen.
Eines TAges Passte er sich ein Herz und rauble eine Bank
aus. Mit wenig Erfolg. Fazit dess ganzen, Ab ins Kitchen! 

Parent: Human Flashboy (DE)
Artist | facebook.com/Human-Flashboy



10.

Manni (with his Hamster) 
Born in Berlin, Germany

My “Manni” character is kind of a self portrait - my alter ego.
Physically he´s got something from my father´s look in the 70s.
First Manni showed up as a little sketch, then he became a main
part of my paintings and even a plush doll. Now in 2013 he is 
one of the Little dudes. Manni is showing his hamster. He wants 
his hampster to step out of its wheel. Thats, what I want too.

Parent: Frank Heinz Herwarth August Schulz (DE)
Illustrator & Designer | atelierschulz.de



11.

MC Prospect
Born in Brooklyn, NY, USA

MC Prospect was born and raised on the streets of
Brooklyn. Beats and rhymes are what he lives for and words
just come so naturally to him. His words have inspired
many creatives, past and present, but MC Prospect stays
humble.

Parent: Graeme ‘grabbins’ Metcalf (USA) 
Designer & Illustrator | grabbins.carbonmade.com



12.

Hurbert
Born in Glasgow, Scotland
 
This Little dude is a shy guy and a dreamer who hopes to
open his own flower shop someday. Until then he enjoys
petting highland cowns and wandering the fields.
Don´t be thrown off by his stick eyes and stray hairs, he´s a
nice dude. P.S. He may have accidentally swallowed some paper 
clips.

Parent: Jen Muir (GB)
Illustra tor | platypusradio.wordpress.com 



13.

Lapin by lapin 
Born in Barcelona, Spain

My artist name is “lapin” which means rabbit in french and
I´m a sketchbook artist. I always work on old accounting
books that I found at flea markets, so I decided to mix my
name with my favourite media, creating this “lapinsketchbook”.
The no. 153 of my sketchbooks collection. 

Parent: Lapin (FR)
Illustrator | lesillustrationsdelapin.com



14.

Bobis
Born in Berlin Germany

Bobis´ story is a secret.

Parent: Tobiasfriend / Natasha Cosic
Handmade Artist | Facebook: TobiasFriend 



15.

The Trustful Liar
Born in Lisbon but made in HongKong

We believe in lies everyday, we need lies to live our everyday.
My little dude is inside the box, and the truth is, if you open the 
box, he is not there, but if you don´t open it, he is inside. So my 
little dude is the box itself.
Now it is your decision, is he really inside or not? Do i believe 
it.? If you believe it, its a beautiful thing ;)

Parent: Bruno Gomes (PT)
No-one special | www.wehatetourismtours.com



16.

Robert E. Claim from the Woods
Born in the woods of Berlin

Although Robert E. Claim from the Woods was born just a
couple of days ago, out of salvaged wood and recycled
cardboard, he carries with him all the emotions and experiences
that are captured inside these materials. Just imagine what
these cupboards, shelves, closets and tables have felt inside.
This is why Robert E. Claim From the Woods even at this
young age is such a happy & wise little dude!

Parent: Bert van Wijk (NL)
Illustrator & Visual Artist | bertvanwijk.com



17.

Margarethe IZAIZA
Born in Hamburg, Germany

Margarethe liebt es zu tanzen, Wodka zu trinken und sich
Gedanken zu machen über viel zu viele Dinge. Sie ist aus Ham-
burg mit dem ICE ganz allein nach Berlin gefahren und das
obwohl sie erst paar Wochen alt ist. Lieblingsspeise: Sushi.
Lieblingsplatz: gern am Fenster damit sie die Welt beobachten
Kann. Wenn sie etwas alter ist, möchte sie gern die Berliner
Clubszene erkunden. 

Parent: IZAIZA (DE)
Graphic Design & Art direction | www.izaiza.de



18.

Beary Baingerous dude
Born amongst the leaves of Berlin

Little Baingerous Bear comes from the deep dark woods, where
there live lots of cute little creatures who are scared of the dark.
Baingerous Bear, like the others, was a little too cute for his own
good. His cuteness wasn´t really fitting with his ferocious bear
image, and consequently, his ego was a tad bruised.
So he decided it was time to toughen up... He got himself an
earing, an eye patch and bear pirate flag. He heard that these
days, the bad boy fashion was exposed underwear, so he got
himself a pair of Y fronts too.
He thinks this is working out for him and that now he is super
scary. I´m not so sure... Don´t tell him though.

Parent: Danger Bainger (AU) 
Designer & Little dude founder | baingerous.wordpress.com



19.

Snuffy of Carrothian 
Born in the Carrothian Islands 

Snuffy is the queen of Carrothian. This island was discovered
long after World War 3. The human population was at its all
time low and nature took its course. Somehow this strange
breed of human and bunny arised and all they cared about
was making love and eating carrots in their carrot themed pj’s. 

Parent: Jordy Klaver (NL)
Illustrator | www. be.net/jordyklaverart



20.

Kopi Luwak
Born in  Prenzlauerberg, Berlin

Coffee & ink fall in love on paper and gave him his two
hearts to spread energy.

Parent: V.Raeter (DE)
Illustrator & Dj | vraeter.tumblr.com 



21.

Martin
Born in Stockholm, Sweden

Little Martin, is a self portrait of Martin, the dude himself...
with a bag on his head.

Parent: Martin Willers (SE)
Industrial designer & Head of New Business at People People 
www.peoplepeople.se 



22.

Hawiian girl
Born in Melbourne, Australia

Hawaiian girl has a song to play you.

Parent: Dan McGrath (AU)
Art Director & Motion Designer | danmcgrath.com



23.

Face Off
Born in Lisbon, Portugal

This Dude is not what it seems!
Like in all Mission Impossible movies when the hero disguise 
himself as someone else using a 3D mask, this little Dude is a 
hero in disguise. His identity lays in secret because he doesn’t 
need to be recognized for his achievements. But you can be 
certain, behind the mask there is a true hero ready to help 
someone in need, that hero can be you!

Parent: Gonçalo Durães (PT)
Graphic Designer | www.gdusign.com



24.

Weavie
Born in Meimão Portugal

Weavie is a sweet Little dude, with a warm heart. She could
not however, bear the idea of being cold this winter, so she
got busy and wove herself a nice, bright and cozy little
jumper, to keep herself nice and toastie. Pretty clever, huh!?

Parent: Lurdes Borralho (PT)
Designer | esquilohandmade.blogspot.com



25.

Lil C 
Born in Zagreb, Croatia

He grew up on the mean streets of Zagreb ghetto, husling
hard and trying to get rich and famous. He wants to be a rap
superstar and have tonnes of little dude bitches around him.

Parent: Chez186 (HRV)
Artist | chez186.tumblr.com



26.

Lionel 
Born in Berlin, Germany

I have been alone with you, inside my mind
And in my dreams I´ve kissed your lips
A thousand times.
I sometimes see you
Pass outside my door 

Parent: Slaven Rogosic
No title man / Creative



27.

Großstadtkrieger Nr. 1
Born in Studio 4 at the WYE, Skalitzerstr. 86, Berlin

The “Großstadtkrieger Nr. 1”(engl. Desperate Warrior) was once 
a bright and brave warrior, fearless, funny, hip, cool, productive, 
optimistic, 100% up to date - until the moment he realized 
that he wasn’t the only bright and special creature - he was 
surrounded by heaps of other warriors trying to survive in 
the modern big city jungle. Some on their way up, some still 
struggeling, some already broken. 
His mask, that once combined all the strength, that let him live 
for a short time in this world of acceptance, (fake) compliments 
and countless friendships couldn’t save him any more of feeling 
alone and misunderstood. 
He left the army of desperate warriors, he is ready to give away 
his mask, and is slowly on his way back to is own roots. More 
and more happy being surrounded by true colourful crazy Litte 
Dudes.

Parent: Amrei Andrasch (DE)
Designer & Animator | amreiandrasch.de



28.

Daisy 
Born in a garden of Berlin, Germany

Daisy has always loved flowers. She loves how they are always 
so beautiful, so varied and the fact that they never fail to make
everyone happy. Daisy used to sit among the flowers, basking in
the sunlight, until she would fall asleep. One day she stayed too
long and the flowers grew curious. They started to grow on her.
now she is part of the flowers and nothing could make her 
happier.

Parent: Lily Reilly (IRE)
Illustrator & Pattern Designer | petaltopetal.carbonmade.com



29.

Little Dudes Little Hovel
Born in Dudeville, Dudeland

Before Little dude knew who he really was or what he wanted 
to be, he lived in a little hovel. Here he would sit for hours, 
day dreaming of all the things he could be. An exploring dude 
travelling the world, a fishing dude sailing the oceans or even 
a space dude living on the moon! But as much as he dreamed 
of leaving no. 29 Dudeville he knew he´d miss his home with its 
leaky roof, crooked windows and drafty door. He loved his little 
hovel. 

Parent: Kevin Corcoran (IRE)
Designer & Illustrator | weatheredrobot.carbonmade.com





DudeBox
Born in Paris, France

“In Dudeland, everything is white and serene...”
Such a strange day, something is changing in the dudebox
atmosphere... The big dude is coming out from the imaginary
magma, to wake up humans. He catch the ones who forgot 
about the immaginary essence of dreams...The ones who can’t 
pass to the other side of reality.

Parent: Sara Barachin (FR)
Artist & Sculptor | sarabarachin.weebly.com

30.





31.

Little Blue Lego dude
Born in Belfast, Northern Ireland 

Little Blue Lego Dude, started his life in an artists studio in
Belfast, northern Ireland. He was built by his creator in many
different colours but on the little blue dude took on life and a
soul of his own. He started to speak english at 4 o´clock on a
Tuesday afternoon, but quickly took up the German language
and is now an engineer.

Parent: David Turner (UK)
Artist | belfastarts.co.uk



32.

Sargent five
Born in Portimão, Portugal

Not a long story about Sargent Five, but think of Robin
Hood... He has the same story, in a version of Street Art

Parent: Ekofive Custom Paint (PT)
Pro Graffitti Artist | ekofive.com



33.

Franca Vollmar
Born in Venice, Italy

Franca Vollmar used to be a teacher in elemtary school.
As she was always wearing those trippy checkered leggins,
all her students would go crazy and didn´t study anymore.
This went on until one day the major of the school told her to
quit the leggins or her job. She decided to quit her job.
After some weeks of sadness, she regained her self-confidence
and moved away. Trying several different life styles she
finally found her mission. wearing a whole body checkered
rock ‘n’ roll suite, serving to the tailors world or voodoo
followers. It always depends on which day u catch her.

Parent: Supergiro (DE/PT)
Clothing designer | supergiro666.blogspot.com



34.

DJ Rute Jnr.
Born in Portugal 

DJ Rute Jnr. was born in a small fabric in Portugal. One day
she lost herself from her creator and was adopted by a wizard
that enchanted her. The wizard gave her DJ skills... 2 years
ago the wizard died & sweet Little dude looks for a new
family. One of her favourite things is playing some jazz
tunes. She hopes to find some company... soon....

Parent: DJ Rute (PT)
DJ | www. dj-rute.com 



35.

Amalia Déesse Du Son
Born in Berlin, Germany

Born from the union of synth commander Antwan & wax
wizard Root, Amalia is the goddess of sound. She can
anytime transform you into a phat bassline, by pointing her
left hairy ear at you. Descendant of a dynasty of sound
pioneers, she´s ready to reign on your brain´s kingdom for
the next 3000 years.

Parent: Anthony Malka (FR)
Musician | thehoocrew.com



36.

Loopy
Born in Technoland

In the world, where modern technology has taken over nature,
there is only one Little dude who has adapted to this
environment. Wrapped in wires, he keeps super secret
information inside himself. In 2013 Loopy became most
wanted Little dude after hacking secret data from government.

Parent: Kristaps Politis (LV)
Designer | kristapspolitis.com



37.

Frank
Born in Aviatrix Atelier, Schillerkiez, Neukölln 

Born in a very rowdy moment, single mother, busy life and
fucked up by motherfuckers around, Frank was born. Even
with all problems, Frank is healthy and a very nice dude, kind
and generous. He had some accidents since he was born, which
left him with some scares (especially the one on the left side of 
his head). His mother tried her best to fix it, but it didn’t work
properly. Frank doesn’t care, because he knows that his
mother loves him. He doesn’t care about not having a father
either, he is happy. 

Parent: Renata Faccenda (BR/IT)
Graphic & web designer | renatafaccenda.com



38.

Tiny Dudes Sculpture
Born in Bielefeld, Germany

Cut out from 300g paper, held together by superglue, 
and swiftly covered in white paint.

Parent: Bernhard Schulenburg (DE)
Illustrator & game designer | alpenland.tumblr.com



39.

Spectrum Sketch - “Little Dude Figure” 
Born in Berlin, Germany

A resin cast “Little Dude” from the silicone tool on page 2.
Hand finished and painted in a Spectrum Sketch style.

Parent: Matt JOnes aka Lunartik (UK)
Alternative Product Designer | lunartik.com



40.

Amir
Born in Berlin (via Cairo)

It’s Amir’s first winter in Berlin. For most of his young life, he’s 
only experienced the desert heat of his native Cairo, Egypt. 
His talents, as a gifted Oud player and lightning-fast player of 
Backgammon, have bought him passage on his first trip to 
Europe. First stop: the mecca of artists and shisha houses - 
Berlin. It’s a strange, exciting, and at times overwhelming new 
world for Amir. But even more than the people, the places and 
the atmosphere, the biggest culture shock for Amir so far has 
been... the weather. He is determined to be brave – and he 
would love to be your new friend. Listen close: he may even sing 
you a song. Or beat you in Backgammon quicker than you can 
roll the dice...

Parent: Raymond Wassef (AU)
Designer, Video artist & Musician | www.raysume.com



41.

Mortimer 
Born in London, UK

Mortimer was a very strange little dude. He would spend his 
days trying to build models that would explain how time travel 
was possible. He was bullied at school but Mortimer didn’t 
really mind that much because he was more interested in 
travelling forward in time and seeing the end of the universe. 
Though one day he told some of his fellow Little Dudes some 
of his ideas, they were scared and chased him out of school. 
It was raining that day, but Mortimer was too deep in thought 
to notice his paper body turning to mush in the precipitation. 
By the time he realised it was raining it was too late. He was 
already a pile of mush, doomed to dissolve into nothingness. 
However, a feltcromancer took pity on Mortimer and saved his 
mind, encasing it in a new fabric body. The feltcromancer told 
Mortimer he could now avenge his death and wreak havoc on 
his bullies. But Mortimer didn’t care about revenge. He even 
gave up thinking about time travel. He realised he wanted to 
happy in the present. He told the feltcromancer he was just 
going to be nice to people. 
“But what if people aren’t nice back?”
Mortimer replied: I don’t mind. With my new body I’m the
softest dude in town. 

Parent: Kat squire (UK)
Graphic designer & illustrator | www.katsquire.com



42.

Mrs Streety Pink
Born in Berlin, Germany

In the beginning Mrs. streety pink was not plastered with 
colorful stickers, only her ears and feet were pink, her body 
was blank. There came a day that Mrs. streety pink started 
to take pictures of the most beautiful and colorful things that 
she discovered in her daily routine and journeys. Some of the 
images she loved so much that she wanted to carry them with 
her always, so she started sticking them to herself. And thats 
what made Mrs. streety pink complete! 

Parent: Jana Schwerdfeger (DE)
Photodesigner | janaschwerdfeger.com 



43.

Buddies
Born in Lisbon, Portugal

That’s what friends are for (...) 
Keep smilin’, keep shinin’
Knowing you can always count on me for sure, 
That’s what friends are for. 
For good times and bad times
I’ll be on your side forever more
That’s what friends are for

Parent: Joana Prudêncio (PT)
Designer & photographer: cargocollective.com/joanaprudencio



44.

Cogito - a rather self reflective dude
Born in Graz, Austria

Cogito belongs to a very special breed of dudes. A species 
called dudeus reflexius. They are among the most self reflected
creatures in our universe. It’s simply their nature to start
contemplating already in a very young age. Sounds about
right, right? Far from it!
Cogito is an ordinary dude. Grew up in a small town, second
son in an average family, raised pretty conventionally, not
especially pretty, neither especially smart. I could go on, but
let’s just put it like this: this dude was pretty average.
Except that he always had a very big heart plus one day,
already some years back, he started to reflect about himself
once in a while. Thought it might be a good idea to do so. As
he started becoming more self reflected his skin started
changing too and became self-reflective.
And now look at him! Beaming! Isn’t he gorgeous!
So much about inner beauty reflecting on the outside…

Parent: Hannah Ertl (AT)
Cultural management, art education, mediation



45.

G 
Born in Berlin, Germany

Not much is known about this Little dude. He is a mystery,
but shines from within with wisdom. Other dudes seek him
for his advice but the oracle did never answer so far.

Parent: Felix Hoffman (DE)
Mister ideas man | www.weserland.net 



46.

MEDOX
Born in Mexico

He likes to dance!

Parents: Wurstbande (DE)
Illustration & Wall design | wurstbande.com 



47.

Sugar Cube Dude 
Born in Berlin, Germany

He is the sweetest dude in the whole world. The sugar
crystals sparkle magically on his surface. He does not like
water, preferring to stand in dry places instead! His white
cubes can represent all white cube galleries on the planet. 

Parent: Brendan Jamison (IRL)
Sculptor | brendanjamison.com 



48.

B-home
Born in Prenzlauerberg, Berlin. 

B-home was born in 2013 in Berlin Prenzlauerberg,
Evolutioned creature of the Beware creative Universe.

Parent: Beware Creative (ES)
Street artist | bewarecreative.blogspot.com 



49.

Screamsicle 
Born in Treviso, Italy

Screamsicle (short for Strawberry Chocolate Rainbow
Creamsicle) was born to a Strawberry mother and Chocolate
father on a rainy day in Northern Italy; the birthplace of
Gelato and Tiramisu. The sun came out and a bright rainbow
graced the gloomy sky; giving Screamsicle psychedelic rainbow
colored sprinkles scattered over his body. He loves to sunbathe
and is hence ever melting, dripping delicious juicy goodness
wherever he goes; though when he gets too hot he simply
screams.

Parent: Vidit Narang (IND)
Designer & video artist | vimeo.com/viditnarang



50.

MetaDude
Born in Ludwigsburg, Germany

MetaDude no. 50 is the love child of an illegitimate affair
between Frank, the man in a rabbit costume from the movie
“Donnie Darko” and Sponge Bob Square Pants from Billini
Bottom. Take care of this pastel-coloured little fellow!

Parent: MetaMephisto (DE)
Graphic designer & Illustrator | metamephisto.blogspot.com 



51.

Mr. Hoo 
Born in Berlin, Germany 

Mr. Hoo, being the party animal and night bird that he is, indul-
ges in long night looking for one-night stands. Usually he spends 
his days napping and tends to get really cranky if awoken. Still, 
sometimes he can’t help but feeling empty wishing for a missus 
Hoo that would keep him company during his night adventures. 
If you happen to know one, be sure to send a pic and a shout to 
his landlady Frau Boubish at boubish@gmail.com.

Parent: Boubish/Ivana Rubelj (HR)
Graphic Designer & Illustrator | www.be.net/boubish



52.

Littlie
Born in Pytlíkov, Czech Republic

Once upon a time, in a small village that not many people 
heard about, little bandit was born. And because he was the 
smallest of all, they called him Littlie. Littlie in fact is not a 
bandit at all. Scared of the world around him, he decided to 
put on a mask hiding away his fear. A mask that gives him 
more courage to explore and to try things on his own. So he 
travels now, seeking adventure and trying to make all the big 
and little people smile. 

Parent: Bára Šafránková (CZ)
Graphic designer | cargocollective.com/g_r



53.

Gerda
Time for adventure and some happiness!

Why is it so grey? Every morning Gerda is getting up asking herself 
why the world in which she grew up has no colour at all. She heard 
about colours like deep red, intense blue and hopefull green. But 
she never actually saw a colour. Only in her dreams. In her dreams 
everything is sparkling, and full of light. There is colour everywhere. 
The sun is yellow and the sky is so beautiful. 
She grew up in Dudeland. A world where the thoughts are as grey as 
the world itself. The only place where she can feel happiness is the 
little corner in her dreams. And she hopes with all her little Dudeheart 
that there is a colourful place like the one in her dreams.
Then there was the day..the day when everything changed. Gerda 
woke up and felt different. There was this voice in her head but she 
couldn´t get the words. Only bits and pieces.
“Water..at the sea..jump...go.” Water? Sea? The Dudeland sea maybe? 
She crossed the grey forest, passed the scary abandoned house 
and then there was the sea. Grey and scary as always. Maybe I am 
hallucinating, she thought. Maybe there is no voice. But in the second 
she decided to go back home she saw it; something sparkling. Really 
small, but it was there. It was in the water. Wait a minute. It was the
water itself. It was...a colour. “Jump..Go.“ The voice in her head again. 
She was scared but her curiosity was bigger. And so she jumped into 
the water feeling something warm reaching for her. Within seconds 
everything started spinning and when she opened her eyes, every-
thing was bright and colourful and beautiful. This is a dream, she 
thought. Wake up Gerda, wake up. No this was real. Another world. 
She looked in the blue sky. The most wonderful colour she ever saw in 
her life. And in the clouds she could see the words written in the sky: 
“Welcome Gerda, this is your new home now. Be ready for adventure 
and happiness. It’s going to be awesome!”

Parents: Lea Vogel & Kaliopi Stefanidou (DE)
Writers | Cale-magazine.de



54.

Dudofant 
Born in Dudeland

Dudophant came straight from Dudeland to Africa where he 
met a herd of very friendly, peaceful, large grey creatures with a 
trunk in their face and big ears. He made friends with them and 
they let him join their herd. He wandered through the savanna 
with his new family and quickly developed a trunk in his face 
and big ears. After some time however he realised that he was a 
bit different to the others as his skin was all blue. So Dudophant 
decided to leave the countryside and come to the big city of 
Berlin and meet his friends from Dudeland.

Parent: Wendelin Gross (DE)
Important guy & Little dude Auctioneer



55.

Healthy Lilly 
Born in Athens, Greece

Healthy Lilly is a box of pills, a pharmacy & a nurse all at the 
same time! She lives in Dudeland, where everything is healthy 
and cool. But as a volunteer nurse she never forgets that there 
is pain and disease in the real world. When she observes the 
world with her telescope she gets really shocked! Thats why 
she vomits and her ears are bleeding! Hence, she comes from 
Dudeland with her pharmacy full of medicine in order to cure 
every pain!

Parent: Mariana Cute (GR)
Visual Art & Character design | marianacute.com 



56.

Little dude of betahaus
Born in ODC, Berlin, Germany

Born in the creative place ODC, this Little dude of betahaus
has tonnes of creativity in his genes.
Get inspired!

Parent: Betahaus Berlin (DE)
Coworking | betahaus.de 



57.

Chap-57
Born in Berlin, Germany

Once upon a time in the outskirts of Dudeland, this chap
popped up. Since there were a lot of little dudes, they gave him
a number:.. 57. His favourite number!
This mighty nice chap is in search for mighty nice parents.
Hear hear! 

Parent: Tijmen Ploeger (DE)
Illustrator | itchi5.com 



58.

Dan
Born in Berlin, Germany

Dan loves to travel around the universe in his space machine.
Now, in Berlin, he is prepared to live new and amazing
adventures.

Parent: Meritxell Giménez (ES)
Graphic Designer | txellgimenez.com



59.

Evol
Born in Berlin, Germany

Evol is wild, corageous and adventurous. At the same time she 
is sensitive, emphatic & loving. She was born on a warm sunny 
day this year that could still be considered summer. The next 
day Autumn dropped in. Evol was freezing and because she 
hates nothing more than the cold, she let herself grow a long tail 
and curly hair instantly.
Her mother knitter her a warm scarf to protect her.
She will now bring love & joy to nice, warm hearted people. 

Parent: Imke Scholz (DE)
Fine Arts Student 



60.

Rhaegal
Born in Barcelona, Spain

“Rhaegal of the thousand eyes”
Half bird, half box, with a touch of snake.
Rhaegal was born in a little cardboard box in the the heights of a 
nest. Since he didn’t have any wings to fly and flakes instead of 
feathers, mother nature gifted him with a thousand eyes.

Parent: Atelier (ES)
Visual Arts, Design & Life | lawebdeatelier.com 



61.

Boom Boy
Born in Berlin, Germany

Boom Boy thinks and lives “no risk no fun”.
Feel invited to light the fuze and see what happens.

Parent: Johannes Mundinger (DE)
Artist & Illustrator | jmundinger.de



62.

Prime
Born in Kreuzberg, Berlin

Prime is a bio-machine from outer space. He is driven by the
blue rabbit head placed in the entry plug. Prime was made
wild at heart in Berlin-Kreuzberg. 

Parent: Kathi Käppel (DE)
Animation Director & Illustrator | kathikaeppel.com 



63.

Lord Dude of Dudeland 
Born in the lands of Dudeland

Lord dude was born in the lands of Dudeland. Everyone
lived in peace in Dudeland, until the evil witches of the west
came and stole the magic well of life. Since then, Dude has
spent many years trying to rescue the well and return the
right of clean water to his people.

Parent: Bárbara Fonseca (PT)
Illustrator | barbara-fonseca.tumblr.com 



64.

LowRes
Born in the world wide web

LowRes is a new age mosaic of coloured pixels.
He is a vibrant Little Dude, happy to be spreading positive
vibes on the internet.

Parent: Akshataa Vishwanath (IND)
Interaction & Graphic Design | akshataavishwanath.com 



65.

Pablo Bear
Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina

The dude Pablo Bear loves to travel! 
He is ready to go with his new parents to see the world.

Parent: Pablo Ientile (ARG)
Motion designer & illustrator | www.pabloientile.com



66.

Little Hansa 
Born in Treviso, Italy

Little Hansa is a surreal mobile robot-city based on
the typical north German architecture.

Parent: Hendrik Hohenstein (DE)
Graphic Designer | hendrikhohenstein.com



67.

Dude Doggy Dog
Born in Neukolln, Berlin

A rapper, who wants to be famous and happy. He loves social 
work, gold, and is a fan of cookies. He´s a sensitive dude and 
is waiting for love and kids. He is always with his mic and his 
biggest dream is to live in New York, but he lost his feet. If you 
shake him you will hear some of his music (rattle, rattle).

Parent: Burçak Sevilgen (DE)
Fellow and Musician



68.

Elvis
Born in Pessac, France

Elvis likes two things in life:
His yellow sunglasses and to shake his booty when 
he listens to Elvis Presley music.

Parent: Nicolas Gremaud (FR)
Illustrator | nicolas-gremaud.com



69.

Paagla
Born in Calcutta, India

Paagla is a little dude who doesn’t have a care in the world, and
prefers showing his feelings to his friends. ‘Paagla’ is a ‘Bengali’
(from West Bengal, India) word that means crazy, and that is
precisely who my little dude is. He is the sort who could be 
pleasantly mad and, mildly odd at the same time, dare we say, 
‘moody’.
He communicates through emotions, so it’s definitely a 
mystery as to what his face could really look like. Presently he’s 
exuberant!
 
Parent: Karno Guhathakurta (IND)
Illustrator | www.behance.net/karno



70.

Little dude
Born in Berlin, Germany

Parent:  Katrin Friedmann (DE)
Designer | katrinfriedmann.com



71.

Jan
Born in Berlin, Germany

It´s him and he is a traveler. He was born here in Berlin, but
left the city in his early days. He traveled the world and
learnt a lot. Also he changed a lot. He worked in Africa and
Asia, volunteered as a teacher in Australia and studied in
Austria. A biologist and plant expert. Passionate fisherman. 

Parent: Vytautas Šėrys
Explorer & Photographer | www.vserys.com   



72.

Easter Christ
Born in Berlin

There was an old myth!
And I appeared!

Parent: Julia Dietz (DE)
Artist | facebook: Surimi-Art



73.

Dot
Born in Berlin, Germany

Hey, my name is Dot. I´ve come to be there for you to look after. 
That´s right, I think you need someone to need you. Don´t worry, 
I´m making it easy for you - the instructions are on my back. If I 
was animated, programmed, made in Japan or whatever, a little 
light would go off and I would sigh gently to indicate a need. As 
it stands, however, I am made out of paper and empty on the 
inside, so we are going to have to rely on your ability to read 
and remember, to remember to read. I have faith in you. I am 
lightweight and black and white. There is nothing complicated 
about this, no possibility of misunderstanding. I am simply here 
for you to be there for me. Just remember, no burning candles 
and I´m not one for hot showers or romantic baths. 

Parent: Emma Rytoft (SE)
Architect, Illustrator & Painter | emmarytoft.com 



74.

Foamo
Born in Alvor, Portugal

Foamo is a happy little fellow. He spends his days winking at
your, hoping to get his favorite food, styrofoam, which he
then converts to foamy cushions through his belly.
He is also an avid music lover. If you dance with him enough,
you might hear him rattle with happiness. Once, while
dancing in a party, he fell and broke one of his ears. 

Parent: Bruno Fernandes (PT)
Graphic Designer | designbybruno.com



75.

The Turner
Born in Cologne, Germany

My Mother sent me the Little dude and when I had a few
beers with him, he turned into what he is now.

Parent: Fiktion21 (DE)
Art student | facebook: Fiktion Zwei Eins 



76.

Oopsie
Born in Berlin, Germany

My Little dude fell into the art stash, and by the time I dug
her out from underneath everything she was a hot mess.

Parent: Heather Schmaedeke (USA)
Photographer & Artist | hmschmaedeke.com   



77.

Isaac, Bella and Uri
Born in Tel Aviv, Israel

“Well, here we are”, said Isaac as he stepped 
off the train in Alexanderplatz station. “seems 
right”, he thought, looking up at the grey autumn 
sky, when he felt something bumping into him. 
That was his son, impatient after a long trip.
Every year, once the summer is over, the family 
makes its way to a new place, a fresh start 
somewhere cold. It’s been a long hot summer 
and Berlin looks like the perfect spot.

Parent: Nimrod Meroz (ISR)
Graphic Designer | www.nimrodska.com



78.

KIWI
Born in Cervignano del Friuli, Italy

Kiwi eats pizza and loves to watch movies on his bed. When I 
said “Kiwi eats pizza”, I meant it. Despite the name, Kiwi refuses 
to eat green stuff and he shows allergic reactions to the word 
“veggies”. Kiwi can seep anywhere at any moment, no matter 
how much noise is surrounding him. Kiwi has got wings, but 
he´s just too lazy to use them. He skates or takes the bus. 

Parent: Irene Dose (IT)
Illustrator | www.irenedose.it



79.

Little Dude Bandit
Born in Barcelona, Spain

This little dude was born with the soul of Robin Hood. He is
a small bandit who steals (or borrows) to share with those in
need.

Parent: Yosip Sverko Castro (ES)
Graphic & multimedia design: ekadesign.eu



80.

My Little dude Dreamer
Born in Barcelona, Spain

I was created to store dreams and desires inside of me.
If you spin my pacifier you can open my mouth and save
dreams and desires. 

Parent: Marta Guiu (ES)
Student 



81.

The Triplets
Born in Berlin, Germany 

Always together, ´The Triplets´enjoy themselves wandering 
down the street of concrete jungle on the hunt for carrots.
The 3 Little dudes are made from wood. The small bunny 
stands 160mm tall. His big brother sits 200mm tall and he 
is holding his lucky bird. Each piece has been lovingly hand 
painted and is topped off with a gloss of finish. 

Parent: Niels de Jong (NL)
Artist & Designer | nielsdejong.nu 



82.

Mana Zulu
Born in BerliniKii

IHawaiki Mana is the ruler over nightfall and rosy figered
dawn, virility and fecundity, death and athanasia.
Treat him respectfuly and wisely. Daily sacrifices will 
satisfy his needs and bring you luck and a fulfilled life until 
doomsday. 

Parent: Anne Wenkel (DE)
Illustrator | www.annewenkel.com 



83.

OAK
Born in the fields of Kansas

Born in summer, he comes from the fields in Kansas - he
drinks the drips of the water that is left from the production
each year, and eats the remainders of the crops that were
harvested. This species is nearly extinct, but it tries to stop
mass production of food, which is never eaten and thrown
away all the time.

Parent: Carolina Cruz / Lucilux (CHL)
Animation, Illustration & Design | lucilux.blogspot.de



84.

Little Mike (xiâo mike)
Born in Tiawan, China

Born in Tiawan with foreign parents, Xiao Mike loves nature
and when he is in the city he feels really small. He loves to use
easy access pants with suspenders and shirts and socks with
stripes. Soup makes him happy. He is just a happy little dude
who loves animals more than people.

Parent: Bara Bara (GT) 
Illustrator | alebarahona.com 



85.

Paddy Punkt
Born in a treehouse in North West England

Tired of life in the treehouse where he was tormented on a
daily basis by many magpie´s, Paddy Punkt had no
alternative but to pack his suitcase and travel to a new place
where the grass is greener!
 
Parent: Ruth Cullis (UK)
Artist & day dreamer



86.

Anafi´s Devil 
Born in Anafi, Greece

This is the Anafi´s Devil. He hides in the dry hills of this little 
Greek island that is covered by tents and campers during the 
hot days of summer. This devil has a huge addiction. He is ad-
dicted to fish! The poor thing doesn´t have hands to go fishing 
or wings to fly like the eagles. He lurks for the fishes that the 
snorkels bring back to the campsites or the back doors of the 
taverns kitchens for any leftovers. 
Today may be his lucky day. 
There is a well known Greek adage that came up out of this 
poor creatures obsessive life: Φάτԑ Μμάτια Ψάρια / “Fate matia 
psaria”, which in free translation means “Eat fish eyes”. It comes 
from an adage which we say when we can only see the object 
of our desire, without being able to taste it, enjoy it (primarily 
food, such as fish). Finally, it has come to be called for about 
something that ones wishes to have, but enjoying it just with the 
eyes, as it cannot aquire. 

Parent: Mis Mark (GR)
Graphic artist | www.mismark.gr



87.

Sensuality tit
Born in Sensuality

Sensual tit comes from a world where all the different
human senses known to man have been muddled up.
Hence the face is a delicate breast and the ears are fingers
for sense of touch.

Parent: Mary Fang
Photographer, graphic designer | maryfang.com



88.

Boris but newly Karlos
Born in Cologne, Germany
 
A while ago Boris decided that this image as a sweet, little
innocent white rabbit, wouldn´t fit his scheme of life any
longer. His lifetime-dream was to be loved by all the cool
ladies in the world. So one day he changed his name to
Karlos and started to wear a fake moustache - even at night!
Finally he bought 3 pairs of super stylish socks. Two socks
for his feet, two for his ears and one for his nose (to guide
more attention to his moustache, of course!).
And one in reserve, as a precaution.
To cut to the chase:
Male seeks female. 

Parent: Anna Katharina Jansen (DE)
Illustration | annakatharinajansen.de



89.

Dschungel-Günni
Born in Cumimba

He was born in the depths of the southern jungles of Cumimba.
As the oldest family member, amongst 35 sibblings, he 
developed years laser eyes to protect his family against wild 
animals & crazy dictators. Furthermore he is able to cook & heat 
& grill his favourite meal: crispy chicken. He is now on a journey 
to discover other cultures, dudes and in the best case: save the 
world before crazy dictators. 

Parent: Jean-Paul Pastor Guzmán (DE)
Photographer & Illustrator | guzzee.tumblr.com



90.

Supercoolhansomeswag
Born in Wedding, Berlin, in a small tiny hole.
 
This dude is supercoolhandsomswag. On the one hand side, he 
is a dude, like being there and doing dude stuff, but on the other 
hand side, he is very into plants, and flowers and things like that. 
In case of that, he evolutionized himself into a very usefull piece 
of putting nice things into him. For example, a piece of tree, or 
a colourful flower. That looks so nice. He likes whales and the 
new Kanye West album.

Parent: Felix Bork (DE)
Illustrator | felixbork.de 



91.

Woody Daddy Dude
In a dead corpse of a dear in the deep forest, Berlin

I´m a ghost in the forest, doing this and that. This year you
could collect so many mushrooms, because I put them there.
When you now walk around in my hood I will let colourful
leaves rain down for you!

Parent: BE.TRUU (DE)
Illustrator | betruu.tumblr.com  



92.

Ernesto Salvatore Glasmeier (ESG)
Born in the bar of a bowling centre

I adopted dude no. 92 because I was hoping he could be the
little brother I always wanted. After a couple of weeks of
bro-fun, things got out of hand. “ESG” caught a heavy dose of
puberty. Being rude to strangers, touching himself in public,
inappropriate behaviour & language! I can´t stand that little
bastard any longer! I hope he saves the world and is adopted by
some hot lady with extraordinary social skills. 
I love you ESG!

Parent: Benedikt Bockshecker (DE)
Illustrator | bangbutz.de
 



93.

Dead Dood
Born in Monochromeville

Dead Dood lived with a family of goth pandas in 
Monochromeville. One especially grey day he had an argument 
with the pandas and set out on a road trip. Due to his dead 
nature, no one would give him a ride to his destination. Thirsty 
and exhausted, Dood staggered quite by accident into the land 
of colour. The bright rainbows and candy colours were all too 
much for the dude and he turned to stone. Thats where I found 
him, the dood you see before you in the land of colour.
 
Parent: David Gee (UK)
Illustrator | davidgeeillustrations.blogspot



94.

Hello Kity Postal
Born in Ravinia

Ravinia is the land of music. 
This little dude is a Hello Kitty Postal (mail) box. One pretend 
letter therein, being sent on soul route for declarations of this 
lady´s soul. 
We all have our own wants of soul. May you know yours, and I 
know mine. And we each help the other to their soul´s delight. 
Given of course, the wish is the same!

Parent: L. Dawn Bloink (USA)
Artist & Mathematician
androgynousmathematician.tumblr.com  



95.

Little Tål 
Born in Rödamalm Island

This is Little Tål. He comes from a tiny island called Rödamalm. 
It‘s far out on the wide sea. Through a natural wonder the island 
is invisible. The humid air reflects the sunrays so perfectly, that 
the only time one can spot it is during a sun eclipse. Which hap-
pens approximately every 120 years. People call this place also 
the End of the World.
Every time people think their heart touches the end of the 
world, Little Tål flies by and listens to their story. Every sheet of 
his magic coat collects a story written by tears, the ink of our 
hearts. Tål collects the tears and brings them to Rödamalm 
Island, where they are transformed to an everlasting rainbow of 
hope.
With other little dudes he will gather up to fulfill the mission 
of saving animals, the caretakers of nature and Rödamalm 
rainforest. The rainforest plays an essential part for the natural 
wonder on Rödamalm Island. It brings humidity into the air on 
Rödamalm Island. Which keeps the invisibility of the island. So it 
can stay a peaceful home for all the touching stories our hearts.

Parent: Tanja Oberst (DE)
Art director | tanjaoberst.com



96.

Linden & Marjane 
Born in Chicago, IL, USA

Linden & Marjane are twins that live in the uptown 
theatre in Chicago, IL. They both enjoy riding on the train 
& do lots of people watching there. With their foliage 
antena they pick up talk from the trees and plants, as 
well as local radio stations occasionally.

Parent: Dom Bloink (USA) 
video & animation | dombloink.co.uk



97.

Bruce
Born in Naracoorte, South Australia

My name is Bruce. I live on a station (big farm) in Australia with
my sister and parents. We only visit the big town about once a
month to buy some food and get the mail. We do grow our own
vegetables and have lots of animals and fruit trees, so we can 
provide most of our own food. Usually it is quite warm, so we 
need to water the garden about every day. The water comes 
from a bore hole in the ground and has to be pumped out with 
a noisy engine. Dad starts the pump most days as the water is 
also used for all the animals too and is pumped into a tank on 
a hill behind the house. The water smells a bit funny and mum 
said that this is because it has been down there in the ground 
for a long time. Sometimes my parents talk about the water and 
say they worry that one day it may run out and what would they 
do them? We don´t get much rain here...

Parent: Hugh Bainger (AU)
Grazier | Bainger Beef



98.

Fleur
Born in a garden of Wiltshire, Southern England

My name is Fleur
I’m a little Flower Power Dude:
Flowers need water to bloom, attract butterflies
and to brighten peoples lives
People need clean water to survive
and to lead happy, healthy lives!! 

Parent: Clare Bainger (AU)
Grazier | Bainger Beef



99.

ASRIEL
Born in Berlin deep space

0011001011 bleep bleep bleep “*’*:..*!”
bleep bleep 101010111000111 bleep bleep bleep! 

Parent: Julia Dietz (DE)
Artist | facebook: Surimi-Art



100.

Pearl
Born in Cranbury, New Jersey, USA
 
“Each student will read a paragraph from the book out loud.” 

My heart drops. Anxiety steps in. I’m 16 years old in my high 
school English class. 
1-2-3-4-5-6-7. I am the 8th person. 8th paragraph. Memorize it 
before it is your turn. You don’t want to sound stupid because 
you can’t read out loud.
Ahh! You’re up soon. Pressures on.  5 – 6 – 7 – 8. You are up.
Don’t skip the words. Don’t pause. Don’t say the words 
slooooooowly. Don’t sound stupid. 
Shaking. I am shaking. My voice is trembling. Hope no one 
notices. Keep going. Done. Next round. Start memorizing the 
next paragraph you have to read. 

We are wired differently. 

We are hundreds of thousands of people, young and old with 
APD, Auditory Processing Disorder. 

You may think we are stupid or slow. We can’t read quickly. We 
can’t read out loud. We can’t sound out the words. We can’t find 
the right words to say. It just takes us a bit longer. 

So I made us out of gold. We are beautifully perfect. 

If you have any questions about APD, please feel free to contact 
me. I am currently designing a leadership/mentoring program 
for students with APD in the US. 

Parent: Megan Hayden (USA)
Designer | www.theprincipleof.com



101.

The Moaihoo
Born in Isola Di Pasqua, Italy

“From the ocean comes a notion tht the real eye hides in 
rhythm”. That´s just what “The Moaihoo” take care of and was 
built for.

Parent: Tristano Pala (IT)
Chess Boxer Great Master | www.thehoocrew.com



102.

Piñata Dude
Born in Acapulco, Mexico 

Piñata dude just came to party at the Little dudes grand reunion 
party, on November 1 2013, at Urban Spree Galerie. 
His big colourful heart wanted to thank them all for being there.   

Parent: Alexis Bainger (AU)
Little dudes creator





WITH MANY THANKS TO

All of the artists for the time and love they spent binging each little dude to life. 

Great photographer Jana Schwerdfeger (janaschwerdfeger.com) who gave all of the 
Little dudes their special minute in the spotlight, during the photography for this book. 

Photographers Stefan Łuczak and Jean-Paul Pastor Guzmán, who captured the proud 
dudes on exhibition night.

Writers, Lea Vogel (cale-magazine.com) and Marie J Burrows (mariejburrows.com) for 
their beatiful writing and PR support.  

Wendelin Groß for being a fabulous auctioneer and helping each little dude find its new 
home. 

The lovely DJ Rute (dj-rute.com) for her support and tunes at the vernissage party. 

Urban Spree Galerie for generously offering the exhibition space. 

Weserland Coworking for being a very welcoming home to all of the Little dudes either 
side of the show.

Michael Kraftzyk for driving the Little dudes around on day trips. 

Jan Woltering for giving the dudes some tech help.

Lunartik and Pablo Ientile for painting a big dudes wall.
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